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1. Theorem1 and Proof

Theorem 1. A real-valued function T (v, t) on Rd is a
spatial-temporal kernel function if it is a linear/non-linear
diffusion process: @T

@t = ↵�T + P (t)�(v), where ↵ is a
positive constant, P (t) is a periodic function, �(v) is the
Dirac delta function, and � is the Laplace operator.

Proof. As known, there exists a corresponding Green’s func-

tion G(v, v0, t, t0) for a parabolic partial differential equation

so that the diffusion process expressed by this parabolic par-

tial differential equation has the form [3, 7]:

T (v, v0, t) =

Z t

0
G(v, v0, t� s)P (s)ds (1)

In the main submission we have proved that the analytical

solution to the following equation is PSD:

T =

Z t

0
G(v, v0, t� s)cos!(t� s)ds (2)

Since the spatial variable mainly exists in the Green’s

function and the Green’s function is spatial stationary in

a Rd
diffusion process, the primary task is to prove any

choices of periodic function P (t) can lead to the same con-

clusion. Because Eq. (2) has been prove to be PSD, we can

draw the same conclusion if Eq. (1) has a similar form with

Eq. (2). Therefore, the main idea is using cosine function

to generalize a periodic function P : R ! R. As known, a

periodic function can be estimated with the Fourier series

expansion:

P (t) =
1

2
a0 +

1X

n=1

[ancos(nt) + bnsin(nt)] (3)

where a, b are arbitrary real numbers. Assuming there

exists a cosine function xncos(nt + yn) that is equal to

ancos(nt) + bnsin(nt), n is a constant. By using the

trigonometric sum formulae, we get: xn = ±
p
a2n + b2n

and y = arctan(�
q

bn
an

). Eq. (3) is then transformed to:

P (t) =
1

2
a0±

1X

n=1

p
a2n + b2ncos

"
nt+ arctan(�

r
bn
an

)

#
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Figure 1. Sketch plots of (a) a planar curve example; (b) the curve

in a 2D plane. The shaded circles are inscribed circles on v and v0;
(c) the curve moves from top to down by curvature flow.

Eq. (4) shows that any periodic functions can be approxi-

mated by the linear combination of cosine functions. By

substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1), we see that the diffusion

process is estimated to be the integral of Green’s function

times the combination of cosine functions. Applying the

PSD summation identity, we can draw the conclusion that

the solution to Eq. (1) is also PSD. Therefore, it is a valid

kernel function.

2. Lemma 1 and Proof

Lemma 1. The GAC Kernel embeds the mean curvature
flow in R3, which enables it to be geometry-aware.

Proof. In differential geometry, a curvature flow numeri-

cally links intrinsic geometric features and extrinsic flows

together [4]. We take the proof on a planar curve by assum-

ing manifold M is a two dimensional manifold in R3
as

an example for convenience. In this case, the GAC kernel

is actually equivalent to a curve-shortening flow which can

be considered as a one dimension mean curvature flow [1].

Figure 1 shows sketch plots of the symbols used in this proof.

Suppose v is a point on the manifold. C(v) is the intersec-

tion between the manifold and the normal plane on v. As

known, C(v) is a 1-dimensional smooth curve. Assume one

point moves along C from v to v0. Let �s be the arc length

of this movement and ✓ be the rotation angle of the tangent

vector, then we can define the following concepts:

(i) the velocity vector at v is
dC
dv ;

(ii) the velocity is the magnitude of the velocity vector, which

is

��dC
dv

�� = ds
dv ;

(iii) the unit tangent vector T = dC
ds /

��dC
ds

�� and the unit nor-

mal vector N = RT . R is a ⇡/2 rotation matrix;
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Figure 2. Illustration of saliency selection on McGill 3D shape

benchmark [6]. The salient points are marked by red spheres.

(iv) the curvature , which measures how fast the unit tan-

gent vector rotates relative to the arc length:  = lim
�s!0

���✓
�s

��.

And we can further get
dT
ds = (�sin✓, cos✓)d✓ds = N and

similarly
dN
ds = �T .

Assume all points on the curve start to move along their

normal directions at a velocity of (v) during time t, we

have the curvature flow:
dC
dt = N . With the equation (iii)

and (iv), we write the curvature flow as:
dC
dt = d

ds
dC
ds , which

is clearly a diffusion process with a zero reaction function.

This equivalence proves that the GAC kernel can theoreti-

cally reflect the geometric features. From the perspective

of physical meanings, G(v, v0) means how much curvature

changes from point v to its neighborhood v0 during a period

of time. Therefore, the physical meanings also support that

the GAC kernel embeds the geometric information of the

manifolds. Lemma 1 is proved.

3. Lemma 2 and Proof

Lemma 2. The GAC Kernel embeds a convolution filtering
within the kernel structure, called intra-kernel convolution.

Proof. According to the reaction diffusion theory [5, 7],

Eq. (1) can be expressed as:

T =

Z t

0

Z 1

�1
G(v � v0, t� s)P (v0, s)dv0ds (5)

If integrating along the temporal variable, then the result

has the form
R
P (v0)G(v, v0)dv0, which matches with the

definition of a convolutional filtering
R
f(v0)ht(v, v0)dv0 =

(f0 ⇤ ht)(v). Our kernel derivation also indicates the exis-

tence of a convolution on manifolds. Reminding that we

estimate the integral in Eq. (1) as the summation of a sine

Fourier transform and a cosine Fourier transform (Eq.14 in

the main submission). Each term implements the transform

from time domain to frequency domain. According to the

Convolution Theorem, we can draw the same conclusion.

The similar theory has also been applied in geometric deep
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Figure 3. Illustration of saliency selection on Modelnet40 [8].

(a)Demonstrations of saliency maps after selecting 200 salient

points. (b)Demonstrations of 200 salient points. The salient points

are marked by red spheres. (c) The selected 200 salient points out

of 10000 vertices can generally represent the original shape.

learning to realize the convolution on manifolds [2]. Lemma

2 is proved.

4. Unsupervised Salient Point Selection

We provide more salient point selection results on point

clouds here. Figure. 2 shows twelve examples of salient

point selection on McGill 3D shape benchmark [6]. The

shapes have different sampling densities. The original data

type is the triangle mesh. We remove their edge connections

and only use the vertex coordinates as inputs. The results

show that the GAC-GP can learn the geometric property of

the inputs in the prior and the selected salient points are

representative in distinguishing the shapes.

Figure. 3 illustrates two examples of salient point selec-

tion on Modelnet40 dataset. Figure. 3 (a) demonstrates the

saliency maps after selecting 200 salient points. Figure. 3 (b)

shows salient points on the original point clouds. Figure. 3

(c) is 200 salient points. We can see that 200 salient points

can generally depict the original shapes. Noting that we did

not use salient point selection algorithm in the point cloud

classifications in the main submission. This is mainly be-

cause the comparison methods used the whole data as inputs,

for fairness and convenience, we also use 10000 vertices as

inputs in the experiments.
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